Timetable M/S Viken
1.4.2020 – 31.5.2020
The ferry is free of charge
Call the M/S Viken for reservations: +358 40 032 0099
The address of the Granvik port: Granvik 21600 Finland
Call the ferry between 06:00-10:30 and 13:00-18:30. After 10:00 in the weekend. No text messages.
The personnel of the ferry speaks English, Finnish and Swedish.
A reservation or a phone call might be required. They use the principal of full = full.
The travel time between Björkholm and Granvik is 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the number of stops.
This is an unofficial timetable made by Björkholm mökit Oy. The official timetable can be found on www.finferries.fi

A phone call is needed for a pick-up from Björkholm or a reservation.



A reservation (one day) in advance is required.
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You can take your car to the island. Tell the
driver in case you are making a reservation.
For boarding the ferry, you must be present
10 minutes before departure. The driver will
ask you where you would like to go.
You are always welcome on the island, but
the check-in time to your cabin is 15:00.
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If you are leaving Björkholm call the ferry at
least 10 minutes before its departure from
Granvik 10:00 / 13:20 / 15:45 / 18:00
 The ferry travels from Pensar to Granvik via
Björkholm. Place your car on the Björkholm pier
30 minutes before departure time. In case of no
car, please call the ferry to be sure of a pick-up.
The times for leaving Björkholm are average
times. The ferry could be a little bit earlier or later.
Be present 10 minutes before departure.

Post your travel photos on
Facebook or Instagram
#finferries
#msviken
#archipelagobjorkholm
#visitbjorkholm

Björkholm

LATE CHECK-OUT ON REQUEST
You are welcome to stay longer on the island, but we ask you to
respect the check-out time of the cabin. For a late check-out of
your cabin, we ask 20,- in June, July and August. A late check-out
is not always possible and only on request.

#archipelagobjorkholm #visitbjorkholm

www.visitbjorkholm.com
info@visitbjorkholm.com
+358 (0) 45 7873 8101 Johanna
+358 (0) 45 7873 8102 Matthijs

